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PO Box49130 
Three Bentall Centre 
2900-595 Burrard Street 
Vancouver, BC 
Canada V7X 1J5 

Telephone 604 688-0401 
Fax 604 688-2827 
Website www.owenbird.com 

Direct Line: 604 691-7557 

Direct Fax: 604 632-4482 

E-mail: cweafer@owenbird.com 

Our File: 23841/0140 

Attention: Mr. Patrick Wruck, Commission Secretary and Manager, Regulatory 
Support 

Dear Sirs/Mesdames: 

Re: FortisBC Energy Inc. 2016 Rate Design Application Project No. 3698899 

We are counsel to the Commercial Energy Consumers Association of British Columbia (CEC). 
Attached please find the CEC's second set of Information Requests to FortisBC Energy Inc. with 
regard to the Technical Revenue to Cost Ratios with respect to the above-noted matter. 

If you have any questions regarding the foregoing, please do not hesitate to contact the 
undersigned. 

Yours truly, 

OWEN BIRD LAW CORPORATION 

(~\ \ (\ 
I! }~ \~N 

christopher P, Wea~f--
cPw!jj j 
cc: CEC J 

cc: FortisBC Energy Inc. 
cc: Registered Interveners 
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COMMERCIAL ENERGY CONSUMERS ASSOCIATION 
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 

INFORMATION REQUEST #2 TO FORTISBC ENERGY INC. ON TECHNICAL 
REVENUE TO COST RATIOS 

FortisBC Energy Inc. 2016 Rate Design Application,..... Project No. 3698899 

68. Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, CEC 1.1.2 

'1.2 Please confirm that Principle I. Principle 2, Principle 3, Principle 4, Principle 5, 

Pnnciple 7 and Principle 8 of FEI's Principles would all be suppo1ied by a rate 
design 21t unity in revenue to cost ratios for each rate class. 

Response: 

Not confirmed, althougi·l Principles 2 ancl 8 me supported by achieving revenue to cost ratios 
within the ran~1e of reasonablenes~:>. Acl1ievin~1 unity implies a level of precision thut does not 

exist vvith any COSA. 

68.1. Please confirm that technically the revenue to cost ratio is calculated as the revenues 
received from a rate class divided by the costs allocated to that rate class. 

68.2. Please confirm that the level of precision of cost allocations are not affected by 
applying the revenues received to those costs in a ratio. 

69. Reference: Exhibit B-11, CEC 1.19.3 
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The follo,ving table sho\vs the revenue to cost ratios as ·.• .. ell as the margin to cost ratios for the 
r3te designs undertJken since 1993. The results of e;::;ch stuc~; \•Viii be different in p;::;rt based on 
the treatment of re··..-enues ~1nd as neoN infr3structure costs are incurred. ln the 20 I 2 COSA 
study, the revenues of Bypass, RS 22A, RS 22B ;:mel the two Contr3ct customers (BC Hydro IG 
and VIGJVj 'VY'ere tre3ted 3S credits to all other rate schedules. 
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1 2012 Common Rcttes, Amctlg5mationGnd Rate Design Application, Page 220, Table 9-10. 

69 .1. Please confirm that the revenue to cost ratios identified above have historically been 
based on FE I' s best available technical information and best judgement. 

69 .2. If not confirmed, please identify those years in which FEI did not utilize its best 
available technical information in generating its revenue to cost ratios. 

69.3. Please confirm that FEI is not aware of any technical bias, either now or in the past in 
its calculation of its revenue to cost ratios. 

69.4. If not confirmed, please provide FEI's understanding of its technical biases in the 
calculation of its revenue to cost ratios. 

69.5. If FEI identifies any technical biases in its calculation of revenue to cost ratios, please 
discuss the technical biases and explain why and how they were embedded in the 
above ratios. 

{00812911;2} 

69.5 .1.1. Please also explain whether or not FEI has corrected these biases and 
when they were corrected. 
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69.6. Please confirm that FEI has no evidence that the calculation of the above revenue to 
cost ratios have been inaccurate. 

70. Reference: Exhibit B-11, CEC 1.19.8 

19.8 If revenue to cost ratios were rebalanced tovvarcl I or unity periodically, say very 
five or ten years, would FEI fine! such a ComrTlission decision to be unfair, 
particularly if changes to rates were made within a range of reasonableness for 
rebalancin9 rate changes? Please explain why or why not. 

Response: 

Achievin9 unity implies a level of precision that does not exist v.;itll any COSA. Consistent vvith 
past determinations of the Commission. a revenue to cost ratio v,;ithin the range of 
reasonableness indicates that a rate schedule is recoverin9 its fair cost, ancl is not compellin9 
evidence of a need to rebalance rates. Therefore, as lon9 as tile revenue to cost ratios remain 
within the range of reasonableness. t11ere would be no neecl to rebtllance rates periodically (to 
unity or ot11erwise). 

FEI also notes tl1at settin~J tile rates for sea~;onal ancl interruptible customers served under Rate 
Schedules 4, 7, ancl 27 to achieve unity would be unfair to customers in ot1·1er rate scl!eclules in 
that it would allovv these customers to be 'free riders' on FEI's transmission ancl distribution 
:;ystems. Continuing to price t11ese rate schedules on a value-of-service basis is another reason 
that otl1er rate schedules do not have to have rates that result in unity. 

70.1. Please confirm that 'precision' relates to the level of calculation detail of quantity in 
terms of the number of digits or order of magnitude used. 

70.2. Please confirm that FEI has no evidence to suggest that its Cost of Service allocations 
calculations are inaccurate. 
70.2.1.1. If FEI has evidence to suggest that its Cost of Service allocations are 

inaccurate, then please provide all such evidence. 
70.3. Please confirm that there are no issues related to 'free ridership' associated with the 

residential or commercial rate classes. 
70.3.1.1. If not confirmed, please explain why not. 

70.4. Please confirm that there is no right or correct answer as to what represents an 
appropriate and fair cost allocation to a rate class and instead there is only a best 
judgement as to the appropriate and fair cost allocation methodology and calculations. 
70.4.1.1. Please confirm that there will therefore always be a degree of uncertainty 

{00812911;2} 

about the most appropriate and fair cost allocation. 
70.4.1.2. Please confirm that there will be uncertainty with respect to the estimates 

and judgement about the data used to calculate the cost allocations. 
70.4.1.3. Please confirm that, to the extent there are uncertainties in the cost 

allocation FEI has adopted its best judgement in determining the most 
appropriate and fair cost allocation it can make for each rate class without 
a bias towards benefitting one rate class over another, except where FEI 
has applied value of service based judgements over top of cost allocations. 
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71. Reference: Exhibit B-1-1 CEC 1.27.2.2 

27.2.2 Please provicle t1·1e percenta9e of total fixecl costs relevant for J)a·::.!c 

char~1es that tt1e existing and proposecl basic char~Je would collect. 

Response: 

Assuming that the relevant fixed cllar~Jes to be recovered throu9h the basic charge equal the 
customer related cost from the COSA, tile existin~J RS I basic charge of $0.3890 per day 

($11.84 per month) recovers approximately 44 percent of tl1ese costs and FEI's proposed basic 

chm~Je of $0_41 % 4 per clay ($12.77 per month) recovers approximately 47 percent of these 

costs. 

71.1. Does FEI have any principles that it follows when calculating certain costs to four 
decimal places rather than 2 or 3? Please explain. 

72. Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, CEC 1.60.2 

(30.2 Please calculate the rnte impacts required for a rebalancin~J to unity irnplernentecl 
once every I 0 years with £l I 0 0 adjustment to Rate Schedule I per year phased

in and propo1i1onally equal reductions for those rate schedules hi~Jher than unity. 

Response: 

Tl1is responds to CEC-FEI IRs 1.60.2, I .!30.3 ancl 1.00.4. 

FEI interprets this series of questions as askin~1 what the annual bill impacts would l)e to phase 
all rates to unity over a ten year (CEC-FEI IR LGO 2), five year (CEC-FEI IR 1.(30 :3) c.lncl three 
year (CEC-FEI IR U30.4) period_ To respond to these quw:.tions, FEI assumed that oil else is 
equal over U1e phase-in period. inclucling delivery cost of service, cost of gas. cu:;tomer·:., 
volumes, and cost allocations. Tile requested information is proviclecl below showin~1 the annual 
bill impact for eacll year in tile phase-in period_ 

I +Ln·o +2.3% +3.8% 

2.1 -0.8% -1.7% -2.8°/o 

2.2 -1.4CJ·'o -2.8~{) -4.6% 

25 -1.1% -2.2% -3.6~0 

Althou[lll FEI has proviclecl a response to the question. a range of reasonablen8';s is required 
when evaluating the fairne:;:; of customer's revenue responsibility Please refer to the response 
to BCUC-FEI IR 1.14. I for more information. 

72.1. Please provide the annual bill impacts for the table above in $, rather than %. 
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